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Criterion Networks for Enterprises
Hosted enablement services designed to accelerate the transformation
of network infrastructure and services.

Overview

Enterprise Network Transformation

Enterprise big and small are are under increasing pressure
to modernize and transform their network infrastructure,
and faster than ever. From modernizing WAN
infrastructure with SD-WAN, to new security solution for
distributed workforces, to multi-cloud solutions with
containers, enterprises are rapidly shifting technology
strategies to seek greater agility, and improved cost
structures.

• WAN modernization
• Multi-cloud
networking
• Network security
• Workforce
networking

Enterprise

While for many enterprises, the goals of transformation are clear, the path to getting there is
often not easy, requiring upfront knowledge, time, and of course money. Enterprise must evaluate
new technologies and vendors, design and validate new network architectures, deploy new
infrastructure, and perform ongoing upgrades and sandboxing exercises. Criterion Networks is
here to help. We’re a cloud company providing hosted enablement services purpose-built for
enterprises to accelerate the transformation of their network infrastructure and services.

Criterion SDCloud®
At the heart of Criterion Networks is our Criterion SDCloud® SaaS platform providing you with
on-demand and custom Learning, Design and Experience environments for network and service
transformation. The Criterion SDCloud platform is a multi-user, multi-cloud, multi use-case
platform enabling you to design and validate new network architectures, evaluate new products
and technologies, and upskill operations teams all faster than ever.

§ DESIGN CENTER
to quickly design & validate
new networks & services
§ EXPERIENCE CENTER
to showcase & sell services
more effectively
§ LEARNING CENTER
to upskill & reskill teams &
staff rapidly
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Criterion SDCloud® Design Center
Criterion SDCloud Design Center provides a drag-and-drop
canvas to create and validate new networks at virtually any
scale. Connect to cloud resources, production networks, and
physical devices to construct real-world scenarios. Apply builtin automation capabilities and API-driven framework for rapid
deployment into production.

Multi-cloud &
Multi-vendor

Criterion SDCloud Design Center

Criterion SDCloud® Experience Center

Multi-user &
Multi use-case

Criterion SDCloud Experience Center

Criterion SDCloud Experience Center lets evaluate new
products and technologies from SD-WAN to SASE to Edge
Cloud to 5G. Perform sandboxing exercises with easy-touse 1-click environments. Use the built-in collaboration
tools to facilitate cross-organization communication and
teamwork.

Criterion SDCloud® Learning Center
Criterion SDCloud Learning Center is your one stop to train
technical teams quickly. Our self-paced and guided learning labs
are designed to upskill and reskill staff quickly. Create custom
learning lab modules and branded offerings using our Design
Center and lab -as-a-service capabilities to suit just your needs.

100%
Customizable

Criterion SDCloud Learning Center

Partner ecosystem
Transformer
Partner Program

Our ecosystem of channel and technology partners is growing
rapidly. Channel partners use Criterion SDCloud to accelerate
go-to-market operations. Technology partners use Criterion
SDCloud to better showcase new products and technologies.

Take the next steps with us
The time is now to transform your network, to meet the rapidly changing requirements of the
modern enterprise, and to do it all in record. At Criterion Networks, we’re all about making this
happen for you and your business. Let’s take the next steps together.
About

Contact

We’re a cloud company providing hosted design, experience and learning services
to accelerate service provider and enterprise network transformation. Today, our
Criterion SDCloud® platform services customers globally transforming networks
with leading technologies including SD-WAN, SASE, Container Networking, Edge
Computing and 5G.

sales@criterionnetworks.com
+1 (408) 715-7754
5201 Great America Pkwy #260
Santa Clara, CA 95054, USA

Experience for yourself at:
www.criterionnetworks.com
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